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this revisionist history explores how the tsar s power was
transferred in russia over three centuries as cultural practices and
customs evolved arguing that god s eternal purpose is the
preparation of a people fit for his son paul billheimer invites
readers to exercise believing prayer as practice for their heavenly
calling the book of revelation has long intrigued puzzled and even
frightened its readers surely it is the most misunderstood book in
the bible and some faulty interpretations of revelation are so
entrenched in the consciousness of christians that they are
regarded as gospel truth and provide riveting plot lines for end
time fiction but behind the ancient multimedia show that is
revelation lies a message both simple and profound it is told in a
language and grammar of faith that was clearly understood by its
first christian audience much as a music video would scarcely
have been understood by first century citizens though it is
immediately understood by youthful audiences today so we are
puzzled by and misread revelation paul spilsbury has studied
revelation in the company of its best interpreters those who have
taken the time to enter the minds of the first century christians for
whom it was originally written and what has he found within the
central images of a throne a lamb and a dragon lies the answer
the gospel clearly proclaimed the glory of god awesomely
illumined the work of christ memorably embodied the nature of
evil hauntingly disclosed here is a guide that will help us hear
revelation speak once again inspiring grateful worship and calling
us to costly discipleship this story shows how the resurrection life
of jesus will transform a life read the story of a man who had a
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head on encounter with the god he didn t think existed he was
changed forever this book is a study in biblical cosmology setting
forth the ultimate goal of the universe which is the church reigning
with christ with a new view of prayer as on the job training in
preparation for the throne the templar throne is the third in paul
christopher s exciting john holliday series the hidden hand which
rules history army ranger john holliday has made it his life s
mission to unlock the secrets of the ruthless ancient templar order
who are as renowned for their hidden wealth and power as for
their desperate secrecy in the templar throne his quest has him
crisscrossing europe and the us hunting for the true ark a box
reputed to hold precious holy relics and the templars most
powerful secrets but holliday s hunt is also a deadly chase on the
trail of the relics are the vatican secret service the cia and an
arcane brotherhood of templar descendants who know just how
much power the ark holds and they ll kill anyone in their way the
templar throne by paul christopher is the third instalment in the
historical thriller series following john holliday on his quest to
uncover the secrets of the ancient templar order subsequent titles
include the templar conspiracy lost city of the templars and valley
of the templars paul christopher is the pseudonym of a bestselling
us novelist who lives in the great lakes region this is a tragic tale
of a young prince named phil who lived in his kingdom spaine
maruca he takes a journey of self discovery through friends family
adventures and mistakes he finds himself little at a time through
finding out who he is he uncovered and unraveled many hidden
secrets that changed his life forever there are two paths that
bordered him to become the next heir to the throne and fulfill his
duties and responsibilities as the next king or to follow his heart as
he fell in love with the forbidden fruit which path do you think he
will decide for how many mistakes will you make to achieve your
happily ever after using god s weapons to overcome our spiritual
enemy are you tired of trying to battle satan in your own strength
learning to rely on god s strength not your own is the key to
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spiritual victory this practical handbook written by a veteran
soldier in god s army will help you recognize satan s strategies and
the weapons you have available through christ to defeat him with
more than 100 000 copies sold since its original publication this
classic on spiritual warfare will show you how to use your god
given resources with authority and power don t let the enemy of
your soul have his way fight back and discover the joy of
overcoming through the one who conquered all let us then
fearlessly and confidently amd boldly draw near to the throne of
grace the throne of gods unmerited favor to us sinners that we
may receive mercy and find grace to help in good time for every
need approaching the throne of grace with faith is the key to
obtain strength wisdom and the peace that god promises do you
need faith to persevere courage amd strenght to face lifes daily
struggles come to the throne of grace after the dethronement and
subsequent murder of richard ii the usurping lancastrian dynasty
faced an exceptional challenge interrupting a long period of
plantagenet rule henry iv and henry v needed not only to establish
physical possession of the english throne but to occupy it
symbolically as well in this boldly revisionary book paul strohm
provides a new account of the lancastrian revolution and its
aftermath integrating techniques of literary and historical analysis
he explores the new dynasty s quest for legitimacy and the
importance of symbolic activity to the making of kingship strohm
reveals the lancastrian monarchs as masters of outward display
persuasively performing their kingship in a variety of novel
ceremonies henry iv is crowned with a newly discovered
coronation oil the murdered richard ii is elaborately reburied
opinion is courted and deceived with invented chronicles false
prophecies and bogus genealogies opponents of the new regime
are subject to novel forms of trial and punishment far reaching
lancastrian experiments in domination include the proscription of
prophecy the enlistment of poetry the use of spies and hired
informers and most ambitiously the redefinition of treason to cover
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not only overt deeds but also things said and even thought strohm
s account of the lancastrian quest for legitimacy and the uses of
symbolic power illuminates indeed recasts our understanding of a
period of unprecedented political upheaval intriguing and required
reading for any historian or serious student of england in the later
middle ages and tudor period miri rubin university of oxford paul
strohm was j r r tolkien professor of english language and
literature at the university of oxford and was formerly professor of
english at indiana university among his publications are social
chaucer and hochon s arrow the social imagination of fourteenth
century texts he was president of the new chaucer society your
prayers in the throne room live forever learn to pray with jesus not
just to him the day will come when each of us will stand before
god in his throne room many of the prophets from the bible have
seen the throne room and shared their observations with us the
book of revelation specifically gives us stunning insight into what
god s glorious throne room is all about understanding prayer from
within the throne room will change how you pray and how you live
throne room prayer will take you into the sea of glass to
experience for yourself the beautiful throne of god throne room
prayer is god s invitation for you to become a prayer partner with
jesus and learn sacred secrets this book will help you to enjoy
personal obligation free prayer with jesusunderstand and utilize all
types and tools of prayerhear the voice of god and fill your heart
with heaven s plansuse your voice as a magnet to pull his
presence to the earthsee heaven s purposes fulfilled here on earth
throne room prayer is a wonderful resource for individuals and
groups expect your eyes to be opened to see into the spiritual
realm all around you the kingdom of heaven is at hand lift up your
voice and watch how god changes you through throne room
prayer galatians 2 20 nkjv i have been crucified with christ it is no
longer i who live but christ lives in me by our identification with
christ we don t mean that we identify ourselves with him though in
a sense we do but that god identified us with christ in his death
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burial and resurrection god saw us crucified when he saw christ
crucified god saw us raised when christ was raised identification
then is first and foremost the was god sees things and not the way
we do where do you go when life overwhelms you before the
throne god s people know they can turn to him when times get
tough instead of trying to fix things on our own we can enter god s
throne room in prayer the access granted to us by jesus our high
priest is our comfort when the world is turned upside down in
before the throne crickett keeth author of on bended knee offers a
follow up study of eight prayer warriors from scripture who turned
to god when times became difficult you ll learn to pray with moses
in times of disappointment the psalmists in times of need jonah in
times of disobedience hezekiah in times of battle habakkuk in
times of questioning jesus in a time of intercession paul in times of
hardship revelation saints in times of worship crickett s studies are
known for taking you deep then even deeper into god s word as
you study these prayers you ll be strengthened as you see how
these godly bible characters poured out their hearts to god and
how he responded to them you ll learn how to pray with the same
power when you feel weak helpless stressed or afraid as you turn
your focus toward god s character through prayer he will supply
the strength you need to face whatever is before you because that
s the privilege you have when you come before the throne let us
then approach god s throne of grace with confidence so that we
may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need
hebrews 4 16 come to me all who are weary and burdened and i
will give you rest jesus spoke these words centuries ago yet still
the invitation to approach god to receive rest for wearied and
burdened hearts continues to beckon through the ages the writer
of hebrews echoed those words of jesus after his death on the
cross and resurrection from the dead when he described the god
of christianity as one who has been tempted in every way just as
we are yet was without sin let us then approach the throne of
grace with confidence so that we may receive mercy and find
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grace to help us in our time of need approaching the throne of
grace is an a to z compilation of characters each of them weary
and burdened in ordinary ways some cry out to god and receive
grace while others receive grace not realizing they were in need as
each story is told and the throne of grace is approached grace is
woven in and around a community of people this forms a tapestry
of god s grace poured out and lived out in the lives of each of the
characters and the people whose lives they touch the true story of
a 19 year old california surfer who stows away on two passenger
liners and circumnavigates the world in 79 days tag along as he
learns the lessons of shipboard survival and how to circumvent
immigration customs and port security officials join the stowaway
as he poses as a passenger during the day and sleeps in shipboard
restrooms at night travel with him on ss iberia from hawaii to
japan hong kong singapore india the suez canal egypt spain
portugal and the ship s final destination england discover as he
does that there s only one dangerous way to finally get ashore
undetected join him throughout britain as he searches desperately
to find a way back to the states without having a passport or even
a driver s license and come aboard once again as he stows away
on ss canberra to cross the atlantic and finally reach home twelve
action packed chapters and an epilogue provide a first hand
account of a truly remarkable coming of age story offers a fresh
appraisal of the ascent of christ to the third heaven in 2
corinthians 12 proposing that it records a failed not a successful
ascent into heaven this study of the sanctuary aims to give the
reader an overall view of the entire sanctuary including the earthly
and the heavenly sanctuaries and reaching its climax in the
temple eternal the earthly model as constructed by moses being a
type or illustration of both the others it also aims to make plain
that the sanctuary symbolizes not only the redemptive work of
christ but also the christian experience of each of his followers and
of the church as a whole as a kingdom trembles with revolt a
knight and his lady must choose between duty and love in the
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medieval historical romance a child upon the throne by mary ellen
johnson medieval england following the death of edward iii in 1377
through the peasants revolt of 1381 with a child king upon the
throne and england s lucrative martial victories a faded memory
knight matthew hart wants only to reunite with his long time lover
margery watson and their son to live out his days far away from
the royal court but margery s loyalties are torn to settle down with
the knight she s loved since childhood or commit treason and side
with the commoners overburdened with servitude and taxes when
revolt sparks among the masses thousands march on london
vowing to overthrow all those in power now margery must choose
between her place in society with a knight she loves and her true
beliefs about freedom justice and equality from the publisher
readers with a passion for history will appreciate the author s
penchant for detail and accuracy in keeping with being authentic
to the era this story contains scenes of brutality which are true to
the time and man s inhumanity there are a limited number of
sexual scenes and no use of modern vulgarity fans of elizabeth
chadwick bernard cornwell and philippa gregory as well as tamara
leigh and suzan tisdale will not want to miss this series author
mary ellen johnson strides through history with the reader in the
front seat karen lausa it challenged my intellect as well as my
heart margaret watkins ebook discovery reviewer from the author
when crafting a story i am ever mindful of the parallels between
the past and present endless wars indifferent rulers rising taxes
and corruption all of which inevitably resulted in a bloody
insurrection an insurrection that while unsuccessful in the short
term was even referenced by our founding fathers during their
struggle for freedom as william faulkner said the past isn t dead it
s not even past so a knowledge of history is imperative the knights
of england in series order the lion and the leopard a knight there
was within a forest dark a child upon the throne lords among the
ruins originally presented as the author s thesis ph d university of
chicago 1998 alexandre dumas 24 july 1802 5 december 1870
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also known as alexandre dumas père french for father was a
french writer his works have been translated into many languages
and he is one of the most widely read french authors his novels
have been adapted since the early twentieth century for nearly
200 films mister cainbridge was a west indian merchant who
owned a small grocery store in harlem from early morning to late
evening he sat in front of his store next to the vegetables on a
wooden milk crate with a faded pillow on top that served as a
cushion there six days a week beneath the heavy brown canvas
awning cranked down over the store window he sat representing
an approachable throne of earthly grace where a familiar face was
trusted to buy food on credit and during these depressive days of
1938 everybody needed a little extra time to pay for food
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Succession to the Throne in Early
Modern Russia
2021-03-18

this revisionist history explores how the tsar s power was
transferred in russia over three centuries as cultural practices and
customs evolved

Destined for the Throne
1996

arguing that god s eternal purpose is the preparation of a people
fit for his son paul billheimer invites readers to exercise believing
prayer as practice for their heavenly calling

The Throne, the Lamb & the Dragon
2009-09-20

the book of revelation has long intrigued puzzled and even
frightened its readers surely it is the most misunderstood book in
the bible and some faulty interpretations of revelation are so
entrenched in the consciousness of christians that they are
regarded as gospel truth and provide riveting plot lines for end
time fiction but behind the ancient multimedia show that is
revelation lies a message both simple and profound it is told in a
language and grammar of faith that was clearly understood by its
first christian audience much as a music video would scarcely
have been understood by first century citizens though it is
immediately understood by youthful audiences today so we are
puzzled by and misread revelation paul spilsbury has studied
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revelation in the company of its best interpreters those who have
taken the time to enter the minds of the first century christians for
whom it was originally written and what has he found within the
central images of a throne a lamb and a dragon lies the answer
the gospel clearly proclaimed the glory of god awesomely
illumined the work of christ memorably embodied the nature of
evil hauntingly disclosed here is a guide that will help us hear
revelation speak once again inspiring grateful worship and calling
us to costly discipleship

From the Void to the Throne
2013-08

this story shows how the resurrection life of jesus will transform a
life read the story of a man who had a head on encounter with the
god he didn t think existed he was changed forever

Destined for the Throne
1983

this book is a study in biblical cosmology setting forth the ultimate
goal of the universe which is the church reigning with christ with a
new view of prayer as on the job training in preparation for the
throne

The Templar Throne
2012-03-15

the templar throne is the third in paul christopher s exciting john
holliday series the hidden hand which rules history army ranger
john holliday has made it his life s mission to unlock the secrets of
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the ruthless ancient templar order who are as renowned for their
hidden wealth and power as for their desperate secrecy in the
templar throne his quest has him crisscrossing europe and the us
hunting for the true ark a box reputed to hold precious holy relics
and the templars most powerful secrets but holliday s hunt is also
a deadly chase on the trail of the relics are the vatican secret
service the cia and an arcane brotherhood of templar descendants
who know just how much power the ark holds and they ll kill
anyone in their way the templar throne by paul christopher is the
third instalment in the historical thriller series following john
holliday on his quest to uncover the secrets of the ancient templar
order subsequent titles include the templar conspiracy lost city of
the templars and valley of the templars paul christopher is the
pseudonym of a bestselling us novelist who lives in the great lakes
region

Error to the Throne
2013-05-29

this is a tragic tale of a young prince named phil who lived in his
kingdom spaine maruca he takes a journey of self discovery
through friends family adventures and mistakes he finds himself
little at a time through finding out who he is he uncovered and
unraveled many hidden secrets that changed his life forever there
are two paths that bordered him to become the next heir to the
throne and fulfill his duties and responsibilities as the next king or
to follow his heart as he fell in love with the forbidden fruit which
path do you think he will decide for how many mistakes will you
make to achieve your happily ever after
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Destined to Overcome
2006-11-01

using god s weapons to overcome our spiritual enemy are you
tired of trying to battle satan in your own strength learning to rely
on god s strength not your own is the key to spiritual victory this
practical handbook written by a veteran soldier in god s army will
help you recognize satan s strategies and the weapons you have
available through christ to defeat him with more than 100 000
copies sold since its original publication this classic on spiritual
warfare will show you how to use your god given resources with
authority and power don t let the enemy of your soul have his way
fight back and discover the joy of overcoming through the one who
conquered all

At the Throne of Grace
2011-05-20

let us then fearlessly and confidently amd boldly draw near to the
throne of grace the throne of gods unmerited favor to us sinners
that we may receive mercy and find grace to help in good time for
every need approaching the throne of grace with faith is the key to
obtain strength wisdom and the peace that god promises do you
need faith to persevere courage amd strenght to face lifes daily
struggles come to the throne of grace

England's Empty Throne
1998-08-01

after the dethronement and subsequent murder of richard ii the
usurping lancastrian dynasty faced an exceptional challenge
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interrupting a long period of plantagenet rule henry iv and henry v
needed not only to establish physical possession of the english
throne but to occupy it symbolically as well in this boldly
revisionary book paul strohm provides a new account of the
lancastrian revolution and its aftermath integrating techniques of
literary and historical analysis he explores the new dynasty s quest
for legitimacy and the importance of symbolic activity to the
making of kingship strohm reveals the lancastrian monarchs as
masters of outward display persuasively performing their kingship
in a variety of novel ceremonies henry iv is crowned with a newly
discovered coronation oil the murdered richard ii is elaborately
reburied opinion is courted and deceived with invented chronicles
false prophecies and bogus genealogies opponents of the new
regime are subject to novel forms of trial and punishment far
reaching lancastrian experiments in domination include the
proscription of prophecy the enlistment of poetry the use of spies
and hired informers and most ambitiously the redefinition of
treason to cover not only overt deeds but also things said and
even thought strohm s account of the lancastrian quest for
legitimacy and the uses of symbolic power illuminates indeed
recasts our understanding of a period of unprecedented political
upheaval intriguing and required reading for any historian or
serious student of england in the later middle ages and tudor
period miri rubin university of oxford paul strohm was j r r tolkien
professor of english language and literature at the university of
oxford and was formerly professor of english at indiana university
among his publications are social chaucer and hochon s arrow the
social imagination of fourteenth century texts he was president of
the new chaucer society

Throne Room Prayer
2018-11-06
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your prayers in the throne room live forever learn to pray with
jesus not just to him the day will come when each of us will stand
before god in his throne room many of the prophets from the bible
have seen the throne room and shared their observations with us
the book of revelation specifically gives us stunning insight into
what god s glorious throne room is all about understanding prayer
from within the throne room will change how you pray and how
you live throne room prayer will take you into the sea of glass to
experience for yourself the beautiful throne of god throne room
prayer is god s invitation for you to become a prayer partner with
jesus and learn sacred secrets this book will help you to enjoy
personal obligation free prayer with jesusunderstand and utilize all
types and tools of prayerhear the voice of god and fill your heart
with heaven s plansuse your voice as a magnet to pull his
presence to the earthsee heaven s purposes fulfilled here on earth
throne room prayer is a wonderful resource for individuals and
groups expect your eyes to be opened to see into the spiritual
realm all around you the kingdom of heaven is at hand lift up your
voice and watch how god changes you through throne room
prayer

A Second Look at the Cross: Six Steps
to the Throne
2010-04-27

galatians 2 20 nkjv i have been crucified with christ it is no longer i
who live but christ lives in me by our identification with christ we
don t mean that we identify ourselves with him though in a sense
we do but that god identified us with christ in his death burial and
resurrection god saw us crucified when he saw christ crucified god
saw us raised when christ was raised identification then is first and
foremost the was god sees things and not the way we do
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Before the Throne (An 8-Week Bible
Study)
2022-03-01

where do you go when life overwhelms you before the throne god
s people know they can turn to him when times get tough instead
of trying to fix things on our own we can enter god s throne room
in prayer the access granted to us by jesus our high priest is our
comfort when the world is turned upside down in before the throne
crickett keeth author of on bended knee offers a follow up study of
eight prayer warriors from scripture who turned to god when times
became difficult you ll learn to pray with moses in times of
disappointment the psalmists in times of need jonah in times of
disobedience hezekiah in times of battle habakkuk in times of
questioning jesus in a time of intercession paul in times of
hardship revelation saints in times of worship crickett s studies are
known for taking you deep then even deeper into god s word as
you study these prayers you ll be strengthened as you see how
these godly bible characters poured out their hearts to god and
how he responded to them you ll learn how to pray with the same
power when you feel weak helpless stressed or afraid as you turn
your focus toward god s character through prayer he will supply
the strength you need to face whatever is before you because that
s the privilege you have when you come before the throne let us
then approach god s throne of grace with confidence so that we
may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need
hebrews 4 16

The Story of a Throne
1895
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come to me all who are weary and burdened and i will give you
rest jesus spoke these words centuries ago yet still the invitation
to approach god to receive rest for wearied and burdened hearts
continues to beckon through the ages the writer of hebrews
echoed those words of jesus after his death on the cross and
resurrection from the dead when he described the god of
christianity as one who has been tempted in every way just as we
are yet was without sin let us then approach the throne of grace
with confidence so that we may receive mercy and find grace to
help us in our time of need approaching the throne of grace is an a
to z compilation of characters each of them weary and burdened in
ordinary ways some cry out to god and receive grace while others
receive grace not realizing they were in need as each story is told
and the throne of grace is approached grace is woven in and
around a community of people this forms a tapestry of god s grace
poured out and lived out in the lives of each of the characters and
the people whose lives they touch

Approaching the Throne of Grace
2015-05-15

the true story of a 19 year old california surfer who stows away on
two passenger liners and circumnavigates the world in 79 days tag
along as he learns the lessons of shipboard survival and how to
circumvent immigration customs and port security officials join the
stowaway as he poses as a passenger during the day and sleeps in
shipboard restrooms at night travel with him on ss iberia from
hawaii to japan hong kong singapore india the suez canal egypt
spain portugal and the ship s final destination england discover as
he does that there s only one dangerous way to finally get ashore
undetected join him throughout britain as he searches desperately
to find a way back to the states without having a passport or even
a driver s license and come aboard once again as he stows away
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on ss canberra to cross the atlantic and finally reach home twelve
action packed chapters and an epilogue provide a first hand
account of a truly remarkable coming of age story

The Works of Robert Traill: Thirteen
sermons on the Throne of Grace; by
what means may ministers best win
souls; vindication of Protestant
doctrine of justification, against charge
of Aantinomianis
1775

offers a fresh appraisal of the ascent of christ to the third heaven
in 2 corinthians 12 proposing that it records a failed not a
successful ascent into heaven

Six Weeks on the Throne
2014-05-18

this study of the sanctuary aims to give the reader an overall view
of the entire sanctuary including the earthly and the heavenly
sanctuaries and reaching its climax in the temple eternal the
earthly model as constructed by moses being a type or illustration
of both the others it also aims to make plain that the sanctuary
symbolizes not only the redemptive work of christ but also the
christian experience of each of his followers and of the church as a
whole
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The Story of a Throne (Catherine II. of
Russia)
1895

as a kingdom trembles with revolt a knight and his lady must
choose between duty and love in the medieval historical romance
a child upon the throne by mary ellen johnson medieval england
following the death of edward iii in 1377 through the peasants
revolt of 1381 with a child king upon the throne and england s
lucrative martial victories a faded memory knight matthew hart
wants only to reunite with his long time lover margery watson and
their son to live out his days far away from the royal court but
margery s loyalties are torn to settle down with the knight she s
loved since childhood or commit treason and side with the
commoners overburdened with servitude and taxes when revolt
sparks among the masses thousands march on london vowing to
overthrow all those in power now margery must choose between
her place in society with a knight she loves and her true beliefs
about freedom justice and equality from the publisher readers with
a passion for history will appreciate the author s penchant for
detail and accuracy in keeping with being authentic to the era this
story contains scenes of brutality which are true to the time and
man s inhumanity there are a limited number of sexual scenes and
no use of modern vulgarity fans of elizabeth chadwick bernard
cornwell and philippa gregory as well as tamara leigh and suzan
tisdale will not want to miss this series author mary ellen johnson
strides through history with the reader in the front seat karen
lausa it challenged my intellect as well as my heart margaret
watkins ebook discovery reviewer from the author when crafting a
story i am ever mindful of the parallels between the past and
present endless wars indifferent rulers rising taxes and corruption
all of which inevitably resulted in a bloody insurrection an
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insurrection that while unsuccessful in the short term was even
referenced by our founding fathers during their struggle for
freedom as william faulkner said the past isn t dead it s not even
past so a knowledge of history is imperative the knights of england
in series order the lion and the leopard a knight there was within a
forest dark a child upon the throne lords among the ruins

A Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to
the Romans
1877

originally presented as the author s thesis ph d university of
chicago 1998

Only the Third Heaven?
2006-11-05

alexandre dumas 24 july 1802 5 december 1870 also known as
alexandre dumas père french for father was a french writer his
works have been translated into many languages and he is one of
the most widely read french authors his novels have been adapted
since the early twentieth century for nearly 200 films

The Throne of Grace discoursed of,
from Heb. iv. 16
1835

mister cainbridge was a west indian merchant who owned a small
grocery store in harlem from early morning to late evening he sat
in front of his store next to the vegetables on a wooden milk crate
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with a faded pillow on top that served as a cushion there six days
a week beneath the heavy brown canvas awning cranked down
over the store window he sat representing an approachable throne
of earthly grace where a familiar face was trusted to buy food on
credit and during these depressive days of 1938 everybody
needed a little extra time to pay for food

The Path to the Throne of God
2014

A Child Upon the Throne (The Knights
of England Series, Book 4)
2018-05-15

Footprints in the Wilderness. By the
author of “Near the Throne.” [Signed:
E. B.]
1860

Annals of S. Paul's Cathedral
1869
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Prose Works: Paul's letters to his
kinsfolk & Abstract of the Eyrbiggia-
saga
1839

Paul's Offer of Leniency (2 Cor 10:1)
2002

Captain Paul
2019-08-22

Advent in St. Paul's
1891

Advent in St Paul's Sermons
1891

Lectures chiefly expository on st.
Paul's first and second Epistles to the
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Thessalonians
1884

Saint Paul's Epistles to the Colossians
and to Philemon
1892

St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians
and to Philemon
1875

Saint Paul's Epistles to the Colossians
and to Philemon
1879

Russia as it is ; and Turkey, Past and
Present
1854
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A Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles to
the Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,
and to Philemon
1890

Annals of S. Paul's Cathedral ... With
portrait and illustrations. [Edited and
completed by A. Milman.]
1868

Sunday Mornings with My Flock, on St.
Paul's Letter to the Colossians: a Series
of Discourses Forming an Exposition of
that Epistle. By James Spence. [With
the Text.]
1875

The Empire of Russia
1872
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Touch the Throne
2003-12-23
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